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GALOIS GROUPS OF UNRAMIFIED SOLVABLE EXTENSIONS
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Let Q and Z be the rational numbers and the rational integers,
respectively. Let m be a positive integer. Let q be a prime number
such that q = l(modm). Let ζq be a primitive q-th root of unity. Then
there exists an element ηq in Q(ζff) such that [Q(ζq): Q(rjq)] = m. Let Q{m)

be the field generated by τjq over Q for all prime numbers q such that
q = l(modm). Then Q(w) depends only on m. We are interested in the
structure of the Galois groups of maximal unramified (solvable) extensions
of algebraic number fields containing Q(m) for some integer m. "Un-
ramified" means every finite or infinite prime is unramified. We will see
below that cohomological dimensions of such Galois groups are at most
one. We will also see the Galois groups of maximal unramified solvable
extensions are free pro-solvable groups under some additional condition
on the ground fields. We see p-extensions given by Reichardt and
Shafarevich are unramified over Q(m), and their methods are essential in
the following.

LEMMA 1. Let I be a prime number and let Qι be the l-adic number
field. Then Q\m) =Q{ιm) Qι contains the maximal unramified extension
ofQt.

PROOF. Let p be any prime number and pd be any power of p. It
suffices to show that Q[m) contains an unramified extension of Qt whose
degree is a multiple of pd. We can assume d is sufficiently large. It is
easily seen that any common factor of (lmpd - 1)1 (I"**'1 - 1) and lmpd~x - 1
is a power of p. Hence any prime factor of m except possibly p is not
a factor of (lmpd - l)/(ίwpd~1 - 1) for sufficiently large d. If d ^ 2 and if
p is a factor of (lmpd - l)/^***""1 - 1), it must be i m ^l (modp) and
lmpd-i _ 1 == p S ^ ^ p) = 1 for s ^ 2. Then it is easy to see that
φ>p* _ I)IQ-P*-I __ i) i s n ot divisible by p\ Let Ψ(X) be the defining
polynomial of the primitive mp-ih roots of unity over Q. Then Φ(X) =
Ψ(Xpd~1) is the defining polynomial of the primitive mpd-ίh roots of
unity. This shows \Φ(l)\ is arbitrarily large for sufficiently large d. As
Φ(l) is a divisor of (lmpd - l)/(ϊW2)ίi"1 - 1), Φ(l) has a prime factor q which
is not a divisor of mpl. Then Φ(l) = Πc (I — Q shows (q) splits com-
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pletely in Q(ζ) where ζ is a primitive mpd-th root of unity, i.e., q =
l(mod mpd), and I has the orδβr•' mpd mod q. This shows Qι(ζq) is an un-
ramified extension of degree mpd over Qt. Then Qι{ηq), which is a sub-
field of Qlm), has the degree multiple of pd.

Let K be an algebraic number field and let F be a finite p-extension
of K for some prime number p. Let ζp be a primitive p-th root of
unity. Let Kx = K(ζp), F, = F(ζp) and n = [1^: ί 7 ]. Then 2?\ is a Galois
extension of If whose Galois group is the direct product of GiFJKJ ~
G(F/K) and G(FJF) ~ G(KJK). We fix a generator p of G(FJF) and
determine a rational integer r by ζ£ = ζj. We can choose r such that
r71 — 1 = ps, (p, s) = 1. We define

T = pn~ι + rpn~2 + + r71-1

in the integral group ring Z[G(FJF)]. When Fx = F, T is the identity.
In general (r — p)T = rn — 1 = ps.

LEMMA 2 [2]. Let μx e F? be such that μΓ1 = λj, λσ e i^ί, /or α ^ ^ e
Then there exists an element μ 2 e F ί such that μΓ1 = λj /or

σ, /ij"̂ ° e Fίp and μ2 = vτξp for some v,ξe Ff.

PROOF. AS p commutes with σ and as ασ,Γ = λ;λ7/λσ is a p-th root
of unity, {K~p} is a 1-cocycle. Then there exists ωeF? such that
ft)*-1 = χ;-ί» for every σ. Hence

for every σ, i.e., α = ωτμϊs eKf. As (p, s) = 1, we can find integers t
and u such that st + pu = 1. Let

Then j^Γ1 = μrι = λj, and

THEOREM 1. Lei if 6e α^ algebraic number field containing Q(m) /or
some m. Lei L δe ίΛe maximal unramified extension (or the maximal
unramified solvable extension) of K. Then the cohomological dimension
of the Galois group G(L/K) is at most 1.

PROOF. Let p be any prime number. Let M be the maximal un-
ramified p-extension of K. If cάG(M/K) <; 1, the same is true over any
finite extension of K. Then a Sylow ^-subgroup of G(LjK) has the
cohomological dimension at most 1, because it is a protective limit of
such groups. Hence we only need to show cd G(M/K) ^ 1. Let F be a
finite Galois extension of K contained in M. Let H = G(F/K) and let
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{aσ>τ} be any cocycle class in H\H, Z/pZ) which does not split. Let

be the group extension corresponding to {aσ,τ}. It suffices to show that
this imbedding problem has a solution in M. Let K, = K(ζp), Fr = F(ζp)
and n = [F,: F]. We identify G{FJKX) with H. Let p, r and T be as
above. We consider ασ>Γ to be a p-th root of unity. Class field theory
shows

is injective, where Hv is the decomposition subgroup for a prime v of
Kλ. Hυ = 1 for every archimedean prime, because JP̂ /JBΓ,, is unramified.
Hυ = 1 also for every finite prime v, because iί v contains the maximal
unramified extension of Qv by Lemma 1. Hence H\H, Fί) = 0. Then
{aσ,τ} is mapped to 0 under H\H, Z/pZ) -> H\H, Fϊ). This shows that
there exists {\}cF? such that

aσ>τ = Xa

TX^Xa f o r e v e r y σ,τeH .

As the 1-cocycle {λ?} splits, there exists μ 6 Fί such that ŵ0"1 = λ̂  for
every σ e H. Lemma 2 shows that we can assume μ = vTξp for some
v, ζeF?. Then F^V~μ) is a Galois extension of K containing a subfield
which is a solution of the above imbedding problem [2]. But this solu-
tion is not necessarily contained in M. Galois extensions of K which
are solutions of the same imbedding problem can also be obtained by
substituting μaτ, aeK?, for μ. Hence our problem is to find a e K? such
that FJfVμάF ) is unramified over Fx.

We can find a subfield ϊ of K of finite degree over Q satisfying the
following conditions.

( i ) There exists a finite Galois extension f of ϊ such that f Π K = ϊ,
IK = F, i.e., GWD-H.

(ii) f is unramified over f, and every prime divisor of (mp) in ϊ
splits completely in f.

(iii) Let fx - !(ζp) and fx - f(ζp). Then ft: ϊ] = ft: f] = n and I con-
tains all of λσ, μ, v, ζ.
We note that these conditions do not change when we replace ϊ by any
finite extension of I contained in K. We now consider an imbedding
problem of f/ϊ by the same group extension E^>H. Then fifl/TO con-
tains a Galois extension of f which is a solution of this imbedding
problem. As μa~ι is a p-th power in fx for every σeH, and as fx is
unramified over ϊ^ the principal ideal (μ) must be of the form (μ) =
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τn αp, where m is an ideal of ϊlf and α is an ideal of fx. As μr~^ is a
p-th power in flf mr~' is a p-th power in flβ As y ϊ i is unramified,
mr-p = mf for some ideal m, of fx. Then m8 ( r-^ = mfs = m{rp)T, i.e.,
(mfm- )1""^ = 1. Since (r - p)T = ps Φ 0, ms = mf. This shows (μ) = πΓαp

for some ideal n of ίx and α of f1#
Let ft, " ,pr be the prime divisors of (mp) in ϊ lβ As {plf , ft}' =

{&, , W a n d a s w is prime to p, we can find prime divisors 5β< of ft
in f, such that {«&, , φr}" = {«R, - • , φ r}. As ft, - - ft. split completely
in fi, we can find an element a in ϊ* such that v/a is a p-th power in
every completion flfjP4. As (v/α)19 is also a p-th power by our assumption,
vτ/aτ is a p-th power in every f1>?.. Then

(vτ/aτ)σ = vTσ/aτ = vT{σ-1]'Vτ/aτ = μ'-'.ξ-^-" vτ/aτ = (Xjξ^Ύ ^l^

is also a p-th. power in every \lt9i for any σ e H. That is, vτjaτ is a
p-th power in every fi,$i<7. Hence every prime divisor of (mp) splits
completely in f^Vμ/aτ). The same argument shows that we can also
assume v\a is positive for every real prime of fle

We now assume that every prime divisor of {mp) and every real
prime is unramified in fi(pl/70 over fle Then n can be chosen relatively
prime to mp. We can find a finite extension V of ϊ contained in K such
that

n

where t[ = ί'(ζp), because

/g(C,,)/g\ = (Uζr
V n / \ π

and [ϊj: ΪJ = [Γ: !] . The density theorem shows that there exists a prime
ideal q of t[ unramified of degree one over Q such that q and tt are in
the same ray class mod p^m^, where p^m^ means the product of a divisor
(p2m) and all real primes in l[.

Then a prime divisor of q is of degree one in ΐ[(ζmp) because q splits
completely in ϊ[(ζmp)/t[. Let q be the prime number contained in q. Then
q = l(mod mp) because a prime divisor of q is unramified of degree one
in Q(ζmp). Then the ramification index of q in Q(τjq) is a multiple of p.
Let β e t[ be such that (β) = q/rt, β = l(mod mp2) and /? is positive for
every real prime of ΐ[. Then only prime divisors of qτ are ramified in
fi ϊ ' ( V / ^ ) / f i ΐ'. Let l" = l\ηq)c:K. Then the ramification index of
every prime divisor of qτ in ΐ" = l[(ηq) is a multiple of p over Vu because
every conjugate of q over V is unramified in t[. This shows fx V\pλ/μβτ )
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is unramified over f̂ f". That is, FX(?V'μβτ ) is unramified over Flf and
contains a solution of the given imbedding problem. This completes the
proof of Theorem 1.

We next show that the Galois group of the maximal unramified
solvable extension is free under some additional condition on K.

LEMMA 3 [1]. Let G be a pro-solvable group with at most countable
open subgroups. Then G is a free pro-solvable group with countable
generators, if it satisfies the following conditions:

( i ) c d G ^ l .
(ii) Let U be any open normal subgroup and let p be any prime

number. Let H = G/U, and let

be a split group extension with the natural action of H on the additive
group of the group ring (Z/pZ)H. Then there exists an open normal
subgroup V of G contained in U such that G/V ~ E and the natural
projection G/V-+G/U coincides with π.

PROOF. In fact, [1] requires conditions (i) and
(ii)' Let U, p and H be as above. Let

π
1 -> Σ (Z/pZ)H -> E -» H -»1

ΐ = l

be a split group extension with the natural action of H. Then there
exists an open normal subgroup V of G contained in Z/such that GjV^E
and G/V-^G/U coincides with π. But we get (ii)' from (ii), because

1 -> (Z/pZ)H -^E^F-^1

is a homomorphic image of

1-^ (Z/pZ)F -+ Er -* F -*1 ,

where F is the extension

THEOREM 2. Let K be an algebraic number field containing Q{m) for
some integer m. We further assume that K contains a sub field Ko of
finite degree over Q such that K is a subfield of the maximal nilpotent
extension of Ko. Let L be the maximal unramified solvable extension
of K. Then the Galois group G(L/K) is a free pro-solvable group with
countable generators.
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PROOF. We see G(L/K) has at most countable open subgroups and
cάG(L/K) ^ 1 by Theorem 1. Let F be any finite Galois extension of
K contained in L. Let

be a split group extension of H = G(F/K) as in Lemma 3. We have to
show this imbedding problem has a solution in L. Let ζp be a primitive
p-th root of unity. Let Fx = F(ζp) and n = [ί\: i*7]. Let p be a genera-
tor of G(FJF). Let r be an integer such that ζj = ζ;, and let

Γ = 1o
n~1 + + +

as before. We can find a subfield ϊ of if finite over Q satisfying the
following conditions.

( i ) There exists a finite unramified Galois extension f of f such
that F = IK, f n K = ϊ, i.e., G(f/f) ~ # .

(ii) Let f^KC,). Then n = [f,: f].
(iii) ϊ contains a subfield f0 which is an extension of Ko such that

ϊ is a proper Galois extension of f0 of degree prime to p.
We consider an imbedding problem of f/f by the group extension

Let Ii = (λ) be a principal prime ideal of fx which is unramified and
of degree one over Q such that λ = l(modp2moo). Then I = Nlj. = iVλ
is a prime number congruent to 1 mod p2m. We now consider a field
m' = WVλ* VλΛ, , VλΛ), where £Γ = {1, σ, , τ}. In the above,
σ also means an automorphism of fx which is an extension of σ eH. As
T^σ ΞΞ ΓrV(modp) for any other extension p*a of σ, fiCl/λΛ) does not
depend on the choice of the extension. Then m' is a Galois extension
of ϊ, and is an abelian extension of f. Let m be the maximal ^-extension
of f contained in m'. Then m is a Galois extension of ϊ.

Let 1 = As I splits completely in fx, (λΓ), (λΓσ), •• ,(λΓ r) are
relatively prime to one another. Hence m is a solution of the imbedding
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problem. Every prime ideal which is ramified in m/f is a prime divisor
of I. The ramification index in fθft)/f of any prime divisor of ϊ is a
multiple of p because ί ΞΞ l(modp2m) Then mφ,) is unramified over
KVi)' That is, m K is unramified over K.

We assume m Π K Φ f. Then [m Π K: ϊ] is a power of p because
f Π K = ϊ. Then m Π K contains a Galois extension I' of f of degree p
because m n K is contained in a nilpotent extension. As [f: ϊ0] is rela-
tively prime to p, and as ϊ' is contained in a nilpotent extension of ϊ0,
ϊ' must be a Galois extension of ϊ0.

tn-K

Let ϊ0 be the restriction of I to f0. As l0 splits completely in ϊ, there
exists a prime ideal V different from I which is conjugate to I over f0.
As m does not contain an unramified extension of f, I must be ramified
in !'. But this is a contradiction, as V is unramified in f, and as I and
V must have the same ramification index in the Galois extension V/t0.
This shows mf\K — ϊ. Then m K is a subfield of L which is a solution
of our imbedding problem.
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